
Versatote
THE SIDE LOADING BAG
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The Versatote solves these
issues. Constructed with elon-
gated handles, which adjust, the
trays can be loaded sideways.
This prevents food from spilling
and saves time. Sewn on one side
for strength and security and ad-

justable at other side. By simply pulling up on
handles, the handles pull tight over opening
securing food in place. This
allows for a convenient and
safe food transport.

When customer is done with takeout meals,
the handles can readjust and the bag becomes a
reusable shopping bag. Constructed on 80gsm
polypropylene, this bag will get a good 2 year
life span. Thus becoming a great marketing
piece for your restaurant.
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To use as a traditional shopping bag, turn the opening
vertical and pull the handles up.

Handles pull taut to secure side
opening, preventing food from sliding out,
and enabling containers to be carried flat.

Trays can be
stacked, slid into bag
from the side, and carried flat.

Traditional shopping bags are problematic
for foodservice needs. Constructed
vertically with little room, loading and
unloading bags causes food to spill and
ruin presentation. Additionally, it takes
time in the kitchen to load traditional
bags with multiple meals.

• Construction allows for secure carry of all
shapes of trays – round, square, rectangular
and quarter round. This eliminates the
need for different bags for different trays.

• Domestically stocked and printed bags
available in 100 piece minimums, 4 different
sizes and 4 different colors, with or without
insulation. Lead times of only 7-10 days.

• Custom import bags available in mini-
mums of only 500 pieces. Allowing for you
to use any material color, size, print or fea-
ture you may like to make it a unique piece.
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